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Abstract

The expansion history of the universe can be constrained in a cosmology-independent way by measuring the
differential age evolution of cosmic chronometers. This yields a measurement of the Hubble parameterH(z) as a
function of redshift. The most reliable cosmic chronometers known so far are extremely massive and passively
evolving galaxies. Age-dating these galaxies is, however, a dif� cult task, and even a small contribution of an
underlying young stellar population could, in principle, affect the age estimate and its cosmological interpretation.
We present several spectral indicators to detect, quantify, and constrain such contamination in old galaxies and
study how their combination can be used to maximize the purity of cosmic chronometers selection. In particular,
we analyze the CaII H/ K ratio, the presence(or absence) of H� and[O II] emission lines, higher-order Balmer
absorption lines, and UV� ux; each indicator is especially sensitive to a particular age range, allowing us to detect
young components ranging between 10 Myr and 1 Gyr. The combination of these indicators minimizes the
contamination to a level below 1% in the case of ideal data. More importantly, it offers a way to control the
systematic error onH(z) as a function of the contamination by young stellar populations. We show that for our
previous measurements of the Hubble parameter, the possible bias induced by the presence of a younger
component is well below the current errors. We envision that these indicators will be instrumental in paving the
road for a robust and reliable dating of the old population and its cosmological interpretation.
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1. Introduction

The cosmic chronometers(CC) approach, initially proposed
by Jimenez & Loeb(2002), can provide cosmology-indepen-
dent measurements of the expansion rate of the universe: the
Hubble parameterH(z).

It is dif� cult to overstate the importance of having independent
methods to measure the same cosmological parameter. First of all,
different methods are affected by different systematics, therefore
offering a test for robustness of the measurement. At a more
general level, different methods that rely on different physics offer
powerful consistency checks of the underlying model and can
even be used to constrain or explore new physics. A case in point
is the measurement of the Hubble constantH0. There is a current
discrepancy(at the� 3� –4� level) between the expansion history
measured by the local cosmic ladder method atz�� �0 (Riess
et al. 2018) and the one inferred from cosmic microwave
background(CMB) observations by assuming the� cold dark
matter(� CDM) model(Planck Collaboration et al.2016). While
the discrepancy level does not yet reach the“golden” discovery
threshold, it has attracted attention and been scrutinized closely.
There are two solutions to this discrepancy: either it is due to
systematic errors in either method(or both methods), or it could
be the signature of new physics and the� rst sign that the standard
minimal � CDM cosmological model is not adequate to describe
the universe(for a detailed analysis of the tension, see, e.g., Verde
et al.2013; Bernal et al.2016and references therein).

The basic idea of the CC method is that the Hubble
parameter is related to the scale factora and the differential
redshift–time relation( � % � %��dt dz t z) as
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assuming a Friedman–Robertson–Walker (FRW) metric. With
this minimal assumption, if the differential redshift–time
relation could be measured, then one could measure the
universe’s expansion history in a cosmology-independent
fashion, therefore directly testing the cosmological model.
Measuring redshifts, and thus� z (e.g., between two galaxies),
is straightforward with spectroscopic observations. However,
measuring� t is much more challenging. It requires that
standard clocks exist throughout the universe and that they can
be read. The requirements on this are less stringent than one
could naively imagine, since what is needed are differential
ages, not absolute ages: systematic effects that result in a
constant offset of the age determination get canceled out in the
differential measurement. This is the origin of the idea of CCs
and that stellar evolution could provide such standard clocks
(Jimenez & Loeb2002). If an old and passively evolving stellar
population could be found across a range of redshifts, such as
its stars had all formed synchronously and evolved passively
since, that would be suitable to be our CC(others clocks have
been proposed—e.g., Daly et al.2008; Diaferio et al.2011;
Lavaux & Wandelt2012—but will not be discussed here).
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Main-sequence stars burn H into He via thepp-chain.
Empirical evidence for this process has been provided by the
solar neutrino experiments that measure the neutrino� ux from
the Sun. Once the chemical composition of an ensemble of
stars composing a simple stellar population is known, one can
predict its age with high accuracy(in particular, if it is possible
to resolve them). Indeed, stellar dating has been and is used to
calculate, independently of cosmology, the age of the universe
by dating globular clusters(e.g., Jimenez et al.1995; Marín-
Franch et al.2009), being this determination is one of the� rst
hints for a cosmological constant. Relative ages of globular
clusters are computed accurately to the % level(Marín-Franch
et al.2009). More recently(Moresco et al.2012a), a different
approach has been suggested that does not directly rely on the
estimate of the age of a stellar population but instead uses a
direct spectroscopic observable(the 4000Å break) known to be
linearly related(at � xed metallicity) to the age of the stellar
population. In this way, it is possible to rewrite Equation(1) in
the form
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with the advantage of decoupling systematic and statistical
effects and being more robust against the models assumed to
calibrate the relation.

Unfortunately, we do not see individual stars or resolved
stellar populations like globular clusters beyond the Local
Group; to � nd CCs, we have to rely on dating unresolved
stellar populations(Tinsley 1968). With the advent of high-
resolution spectroscopy in 10 m class telescopes and more
accurate stellar models and� tting methods(see, e.g., Reichardt
et al.2001; Tojeiro et al.2007; Choi et al.2014; Chevallard &
Charlot2016; Citro et al.2016), it is now possible to estimate
the ages of the stellar populations of galaxies with increasing
accuracy. This has been done for large samples like the Sloan
Digital Sky Survey(SDSS), VIMOS, and others or targeted
small samples of galaxies. If the old stellar population of
these galaxies(or an identi� able sample of them across
different redshifts) were synchronized, these could be CCs.8

There is considerable empirical evidence(Dunlop et al.1996;
Spinrad et al.1997; Cowie et al.1999; Heavens et al.2004;
Thomas et al.2005; Treu et al.2005; Panter et al.2007; Citro
et al. 2016) for the existence of a population of galaxies that
formed its stellar population very early(� 1 Gyr after the Big
Bang), � nished its major star formation episode byz�� �2, and
since then has been evolving passively with only very minor
“ frosting,” if any at all. These galaxies tend to be very massive
and harbored in the highest-density regions of galaxy clusters.
In theory, a young stellar component, even if not dominant in
terms of the stellar mass of the global population, can in� uence
the spectrum and potentially bias the measurements. Hence,
these objects have to be selected accurately to be CCs and to
estimate their old stars’ age correctly. In the last decade, the CC
approach has been applied to several data sets of increasing size
to cover a wider range in redshift, thus providing a more
detailed picture of howH changes as a function of redshift
(Jimenez et al.2003; Simon et al.2005; Stern et al.2010;
Moresco et al.2012a; Zhang et al.2014; Moresco 2015;

Moresco et al. 2016b). These measurements yield the
expansion history directly and independently of the adopted
cosmological model; they do not rely on a CMB-calibrated
“ruler” as, e.g., baryon acoustic oscillations(BAO) do. This
makes the CC method so attractive for model testing.

The main aim of this paper is twofold:(i) quantify the impact
on the Hubble parameter, estimated with the CC approach, of a
possible contamination from a young component and provide
its corresponding covariance matrix as a component of the total
error budget; and(ii ) provide a clear set of indicators and a
selection work� ow that can be used to select a pure sample of
passively evolving galaxies, minimizing(with respect to other
approaches adopting only one or a few criteria) the possible
contamination from a young component. This paper is
organized as follows. In Section2, we pedagogically explain
the challenges of the CC approach and review approaches in
the literature. In Section3, we describe the method used to
explore the presence of a young component underlying the
spectrum of an older, passively evolving population. In
Section4, we explore where the signal of a young contribution
is localized in the observed spectrum, identifying different
tracers to discriminate such a component at different ages,
namely the CaII H/ K ratio, the presence of[O II] or H�
emission lines, the UV� ux, and the presence of strong-
absorption Balmer lines. In Section5, we dissect how such
contributions could potentially affect the measurement of
D4000 and hence of the Hubble parameterH(z). In Section6,
we present the recipe for an optimal selection of CCs based on
the results of the previous sections. Finally, in Section7, we
draw our conclusions.

This paper is the� rst of a series of papers in which we will
revisit the main systematic effects related to the CC method. In
Paper II, we will address the dependence of the results on the
assumed stellar population synthesis(SPS) models using state-
of-the-art models, and in Paper III, we will discuss in further
detail the issue of metallicity and how to improve its
measurement.

2. The Problem

The CC method relies on accurate differential dating of
integrated stellar populations, which is very challenging, and
one needs to be very aware of the systematics that can impact
the parameter extraction from the integrated stellar light. First,
the integrated light is the convolution of many individual bursts
of star formation, each with its own age and metallicity. These
get combined to produce the integrated light of a galaxy. While
the direct problem, to predict the integrated light given a star
formation law, is straightforward, the inverse problem is much
harder.

In mathematical terms, single stellar populations(SSPs) are
the building blocks of any arbitrarily complex population, since
the latter can be computed as a sum of SSPs once the star
formation rate is provided. In other words, the luminosity of a
stellar population of aget0 (since the beginning of star
formation) can be written as
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8 In principle, any galaxy could be used as a CC if the old stellar population is
dominant and can be disentangled from the young one.
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